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Do you play outdoor events? Absolutely! Because the harp is a fragile instrument and
humidity has the tendency to cause damage, I have an extra fee for events that are
outside and only play outdoors when the temperature is above 60 degrees and below
90 degrees.
I don’t see the song I was hoping to hear on your song list. Can you play it? I am always
thrilled to learn new music and am constantly adding to my repertoire, so even if you
don’t see it on my sample playlist, chances are I already know it, or can almost certainly
arrange it to be playable on the harp. If it is playable for solo piano, it is likely something
I can do on the harp. I request approximately 30 days’ notice to ensure that all special
requests can sound flawless for your event.
Do you travel for events? Definitely. For events outside the Houston loop (interstate
610), there may be a nominal travel fee involved – please contact me for more
information.
Do you play with other instruments? Yes – the harp can blend to create an amazing
sound with a variety of ensembles. Duets or trios with flute, violin, viola cello, clarinet,
or voice will sound lovely paired with the harp, and I’m happy to work with your vision
to customize the sound of your dreams. However, the harp has a very full sound that
can carry quite well, so it is definitely not necessary to include other instruments if you
prefer solo harp for your event.
My event is a little different than the “norm.” Would you be interested? Yes yes yes. I
would be honored to perform at any event that you’d like to hear harp music, no matter
the occasion. I have regularly performed in themed weddings and have dressed in
costume, love playing at LGBTQ functions, and am happy to comply with religious rules.
I am sensitive to honoring cultural traditions and have played at quinceañeras, Jewish
weddings, and more. Having a non-traditional event? That’s great too.

